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Reviewer's report:

1. Although it fits well, the reference 2 (lines 3-5) gives a feeling that Trauma caused only by Road Traffic Crashes! Authors may wish to consider additional reference. Something to add from GACI and https://www.who.int/emergencycare/trauma/global_forum_meeting_report.pdf?ua=1

2. Understandably table 1 is not inline to the text because its large but I would suggest to signpost the Table Title only at appropriate place.

3. Table 2. Numbering of the criteria: #2, #3, #4 and #5 seems to be subheadings.

4. Table 3. why the ? used in the variable "? Traffic event"

Table 3. Is "Traffic event" not a sub-category of "cause of injur", other descriptors should come as a subhead

Table 3. The items in the table can be reorganised in a logical flow! e.g. place of injury should come under "injury location" etc

Table 3. "Descriptions of other" it would be helpful if authors describe relative higher errors encountered in the Discussion section!?
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